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Here additional data and figures are presented that should help the reader to better understand 
the facts presented in the article in addition to the figures and tables already present in the article 
itself. This was a necessary step to preserve the compactness of the article. 

Supplement 1 

Below follows a pseudocode description of the Geometric Hull [1] algorithm highlighting the 
most important steps. Figure S1 shows the process of mineral zonation extraction in form of a flow 
chart. 

Geometric_Hull_Feature_Def(Input_Spectrum): 

Gen_spectrum=Generic_1nm_Interpolation(Input_Spectrum, Method=’Cubic Splines’) 

First_filt_step=Filter_Boxcar(Gen_Spectrum, boxcar_length=’10% of Gen_spectrum’) 

Second_filt_step=Filter_Boxcar(First_filt_step, boxcar_length=’10% of Gen_spectrum’) 

Third_filt_step=Filter_Boxcar(Gen_Spectrum, boxcar_length=’2% of Gen_spectrum’) 

Fourth_filt_step=Filter_Boxcar(Third_filt_step, boxcar_length=’2% of Gen_spectrum’) 

Aux1=Stdev(Second_filt_step- First_filt_step) 

Aux2=Stdev(Fourth_filt_step- Third_filt_step) 

If Aux1>=Aux2: 

Aux3= First_filt_step/Second_filt_step 

Else: 

Aux3= Third_filt_step/Fourth_filt_step 

Peaks=Extract_Absorption_Peaks(Aux3) 

Peak_Indices=Get_Indices(Absorption_Peaks) 

Lower_Hull=Interpolate_Linear(Gen_Spectrum,Peak_Indices) 

Segments=(Gen_Spectrum-Lower_Hull) 

For each Segment in Segments: 

Nodes=Get_Indices_of_Maximum(Segment) 

Preliminary_Hull=Interpolate_Linear(Input_Spectrum,Nodes) 

Hull=Iterate_over_Segments_unitl_Final_Hull_is_Found(Nodes, Gen_Spectrum) 

Feature_Depth_Absolute, Feature_Depth_Relative =Hull_Removal(Hull,Gen_Spectrum) 

Return (Hull, Feature_Depth_Absolute, Feature_Depth_Relative) 
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Figure S1. Flowchart showing the process of automated mineral zonation extraction. 

Supplement 2 

Supplement FigureS2 shows the characteristic absorption features defined for entries of the GFZ 
spectral library [2]. 
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Figure S2. Characteristic absorption features of minerals in the solar reflective region extracted 
manually by expert knowledge based feature definition (right) and by the fully automated geometric 
hull technique (left). Spectral entries belong to the GFZ spectral library of Papenfuß (2015) [2]. 

Supplement 3 

Correlation and Normalized Differential Vegetation Index (NDVI) [3] results for the Rodalquilar 
mineral deposit site. The NDVI is shown in Figure S3. The correlation coefficient to dry and green 
vegetation is shown in Figure S4. The spatial correlation between the vegetation pattern in Figure S3 
and Figure S4 is obvious and demonstrates the capabilities of EnGeoMAP 2.0 for the detection of 
vegetation. The linear correlation to the features of the alunite reference spectrum is shown in Figure S5. 

 
Figure S3. NDVI result for the Rodalquilar mineral deposit site. 
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Figure S4. Correlation coefficient between the spectrum dry and green vegetation and the simulated 
EnMAP data for the Rodalquilar mineral deposit site. 

 
Figure S5. Correlation coefficient between the alunite reference spectrum and the simulated EnMAP 
data for the Rodalquilar mineral deposit site. 

Supplement 4 

Correlation and Normalized Differential Vegetation Index (NDVI) [3] results for the Haib river 
mineral deposit site. The low NDVI values in Figure S6 show that the Haib river area is an arid area 
with little vegetation, as also shown in Figure S7. Figure S8 shows that parts of the inner Haib river 
deposit are highly correlated with muscovite. Outer parts of the Haib river area show a high correlation 
with epidote illustrated in Figure S9. This can be interpreted as the innermost quartz-sericite zone 
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and the outermost epidote, chlorite, calcite zone that have been described by Minnit [4] and Barr and 
Reid [5]. 

 
Figure S6. NDVI result for the Haib River mineral deposit site. 

 
Figure S7. Correlation coefficient between the spectrum dry and green vegetation and the simulated 
EnMAP data for the Haib river mineral deposit site. 
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Figure S8. Correlation coefficient between the spectrum muscovite and the simulated EnMAP data 
for the Haib river mineral deposit site. 

 
Figure S9. Correlation coefficient between the spectrum epidote and the simulated EnMAP data for 
the Haib river mineral deposit site. 

Supplement 5 

S5.1. Results from the Rodalquilar Deposit Sites 

Results from Hyperion data are shown in Figures S10 and S11. The two major alteration centers 
around the Cinto deposit and around Los Tollos are also visible due to the presence of alunite and 
jarosite. However, there are large areas where no fit was possible. It was not possible to match the 
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image spectrum at these locations to a library spectrum. Therefore, no classification result could be 
achieved in these areas. This is due to the lower SNR of the Hyperion data [6] if compared to  
EnMAP [7]. Therefore, a large proportion of the spectral absorption information has to be excluded 
from the EnGeoMAP 2.0 analysis. Figures S12 and S13 show the Hyperion results if a fixed user 
defined threshold is applied for a minimum feature depth of at least 2% in the VNIR and 3% in the 
SWIR. The area around the two major alteration zones is also visible in the mapping results using a 
user defined threshold. The main difference is the spatial distribution of green and dry and green 
vegetation as well as the presence of kaolinite in the material map of S12. This shows that the main 
alteration centers can also be found with Hyperion in both mineral maps. The greater abundance of 
calcite instead of kaolinite in the center of the Rodalquilar mining region in Figure S10 can be 
attributed to the aforementioned low SNR of Hyperion in the SWIR of 40 [6]. Furthermore, Hyperion 
data beyond 2335 nm had to be excluded from the analysis due to the rapidly increasing noise in the 
image spectra beyond this point. 

 
Figure S10. EnGeoMAP 2.0 result calculated from Hyperion data (EO1H1990342003060110KZ) using 
sensor specific absorption depth thresholding. 

 
Figure S11. EnGeoMAP 2.0 result calculated from Hyperion data (EO1H1990342003060110KZ) using 
sensor specific absorption depth thresholding. With an overlay of the spatio-spectral gradients and 
prominent gradient edge pixel (non-transparent rim pixel around the gradient patches). 
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Figure S12. Material map using a user defined threshold of at minimum 2% feature depth until  
1000 nm, and of at minimum 3% feature depth from 1000 nm on.  

 
Figure S13. Material map using a user defined threshold of at minimum 2% feature depth until 1000 
nm, and of at minimum 3% feature depth from 1000 nm on. The semi-transparent overlay shows the 
spatio-spectral gradient. Prominent gradient edge pixel shown as non-transparent rim pixel around 
the semi-transparent gradient patches. 

S5.2. Results from the Haib River Deposit Sites 

Figures S14 and S15 show no epidote or chlorite in the EnGeoMAP 2.0 results in contrast to 
Figures 13 and 14. This is due to the low SNR of Hyperion in the spectral region beyond 2000 nm, 
where epidote and chlorite have major characteristic absorption features as shown in Figure S2.  
In addition to that the image scenes were acquired with an “aging” sensor more than 10 years after 
the initiation of the extended mission period of EO-1 [8] unlike the Hyperion scenes of Rodalquilar, 
which were acquired in the beginning of 2003. This may also cause the detection of only those 
materials with a strong absorption depth contrast, like for example jarosite, montmorillonite, 
muscovite as illustrated in Figure S2. Nevertheless, the jarosite rich zones between 22042 and 22041 
and the jarosite rich zone west of 27041 can be detected. Also prominent green and dry vegetation 
patches in the dry Haib River bed can be detected. Despite these problems it must be stated that a 
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part of the gossan zone around 26042 can be identified via the presence of hematite, goethite and 
jarosite. This can also be seen in the center of the mineral deposit near 25042 and 23043a. 

 
Figure S14. EnGeoMAP 2.0 result calculated from Hyperion data (EO1H1760802013267110KF and 
EO1H1760802014013110PF), using sensor dependent absorption depth thresholding. 

 

Figure S15. EnGeoMAP 2.0 result calculated from Hyperion data (EO1H1760802013267110KF and 
EO1H1760802014013110PF), using sensor dependent absorption depth thresholding. The semi-
transparent overlay shows the spatio-spectral gradient. Prominent gradient edge pixel shown as non-
transparent rim pixel around the semi-transparent gradient patches. 
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S5.3. Performance of EnGeoMAP 2.0 for Hyperion Data 

Hyperion shows a high spectral performance, however, the results are generally lower than the 
results of the simulated EnMAP data averaging at 80%, as shown in Figure S16. Spatial performance 
averages at only 5% for the Hyperion data. Hyperion only shows 23% similarity to the Hymap 
reference. The difference in the spatial performance can be partially explained by the broader PSF of 
Hyperion and its lower SNR [6], if compared to EnMAP [7]. The lower mapping performance could 
also be explained by the low SNR of Hyperion. Here especially the low SNR values beyond 2000 nm 
cause a low material mapping performance of Hyperion, compared to the simulated EnMAP data. 

 
Figure S16. Comparison of the spectral (Feature Depth VNIR, Feature Depth SWIR), spatial  
(Feature Position VNIR, Feature Position SWIR) and material mapping performance (Average 
Correlation) at intersecting areas between the Hyperion data, simulated EnMAP data and the HyMAP 
reference data via the Mean Structural Similarity Index Measure. SNR specific thresholds depict the 
results from the sensor SNR specific EnGeoMAP 2.0 mapping approach, whilst the user specific 
thresholds depict the mapping results from fixed user defined absorption depth thresholds for the 
VNIR (2%) and the SWIR (3%). 
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Supplement 6 

The here presented intrinsic validation results are EnGeoMAP 2.0 results calculated from 
simulated EnMAP data and ASD field spectra. Reference spectra from the USGS digital spectral 
library [9] and synthetic linear combinations labeled as mix have been used as reference spectra. 
Figure S17 shows results from the Rodalquilar area, whilst Figure S18 shows data from the  
Haib river complex. 

 
Figure S17. EnGeoMAP 2.0 correlation values calculated with reference spectra from the USGS digital 
spectral library and linear combinations thereof (e.g., Alunite+Kaolinite). The EnGeoMAP 2.0 results 
are calculated for simulated EnMAP data and ASD field spectroscopy data from the Rodalquilar area. 
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Figure S18. EnGeoMAP 2.0 correlation values calculated with reference spectra from the USGS digital 
spectral library and linear combinations thereof (e.g., Chlorite+Epidote + Calcite). The EnGeoMAP 2.0 
results are calculated for simulated EnMAP data and ASD field spectroscopy data from the Haib River 
area. 
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